The Honorable Richard J. Durbin  
711 Hart Senate Building  
Washington, DC 20510  

Re: Protecting Consumers from Unreasonable Credit Rates  

Dear Senator Durbin:

Thank you for introducing the “Protecting Consumers from Unreasonable Credit Rates Act of 2013,” which would extend the 36 percent usury APR cap for military families enacted in the Military Lending Act of 2006 to all consumers. A fair rate cap will protect consumers and curb abuses in the high-cost small dollar loan market. The 36 percent rate cap set by your legislation would permit responsible lending to consumers with less-than-perfect credit while restraining harmful terms.

Currently, consumers pay triple-digit rates for car title and payday loans (including those offered at traditional storefronts, online, and by banks). A large body of research has demonstrated that these products are structured to create a long-term debt trap that drains consumers’ bank accounts. Indeed, the lack of underwriting, high fees, short loan terms, single balloon payment, and access to a borrower’s checking account as collateral ensure that most borrowers have no choice but to take out additional loans to pay off the initial payday or car title loan. A properly structured federal usury cap puts all creditors on a level playing field without undermining any additional consumer protections in the states.

Although many states cap rates for some forms of credit, banks can undermine these protections by exporting their weak home-state limits on credit costs to other states across the country. It is vitally important for Congress to set the outside limit on the cost-of-credit to curb abusive lending.

We enthusiastically support the Protecting Consumers from Unreasonable Credit Rates Act of 2013. For more information, please contact Tom Feltner, director of financial services, Consumer Federation of America at (202) 618-0310 or tfeltner@consumerfed.org.
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